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Gregory Polony
Debut

22. Januar — 04. März 2011
Opening Freitag, 21. Januar, 18–21 h

‹Debut› is the title of the solo exhibition of the young Swiss artist Gregory Polony, which 
also marks the opening of Herrmann Germann Contemporary. 

The exhibition focuses on how we approach and interpret sculpture. Extending across 
various media, and partly site-specific, Gregory Polony’s work draws on a reduced  
palette of materials, including found objects, cement, wooden boards, and lashing belts. 

His conceptual approach to sculpture is also shaped by intuitive and surprising  
moments, which he integrates into his works by means of drawings and photographs.

While the photographs show an interpretive perspective, the drawings describe a  
fictitious state in Polony’s works. «On the surface, the drawings are simple, quick, and  
efficient. While the ideas for them exist beforehand, their representation by means  
of a pen and the human hand are beyond control. Such uncontrollability and spontaneity 
enable surprise, and thereby open up new fields.»

Polony’s work centres on the art establishment and, unlike purely conceptual  
approaches, seeks to render it visible. His ‹in situ› work invites observers to integrate  
its surroundings and to develop a stance towards it. The context of presentation  
thereby functions as a starting point integral to the work. 

What constitutes the quality of a work of art? Polony adopts a critical stance towards 
both his work and art. «Implementation is most important, irrespective of the context  
in which a particular work emerges or is shown. The point at which a work finalises itself 
and is mounted is a unique moment, one which also lapses immediately. The thought 
‹done, next one› is forever present.» 

How a work can be incorporated into and further developed in new settings after its 
publication and contextualisation is an essential aspect of Polony’s working method.  
– Tomas Germann

Gregory Polony, born in Payerne (VD) in 1984, lives and works in Zurich. He graduated 
from Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK) in 2010 with a degree in Fine Arts.  
Previous exhibitions include: Message Salon Downtown Zürich (2010), Hochschule für  
bildende Künste Hamburg (2010), Auguststrasse Berlin (2010), Artachement Basel (2010), 
Galerie Haas&Fischer Zürich (2009).

In connection with the exhibition, a publication with an essay by Daniel Kurjakovic will 
appear in February 2011. 

Forthcoming exhibitions of Gregory Polony’s work in 2011:  
March, Plattform11, EWZ Selnau Zürich  
July, Kunsthof Zürich

We gratefully acknowledge the support of videocompany.ch, Real Time Society,  
Kyburz&Peck — English Language Projects.


